Benefits of an Integrated Overflow

Gemstone overflows:
All Gemstone vanity sink overflows are smooth and integrated, providing protection from leaks.

Often, the overflow is overlooked by specifiers and architects when selecting a vanity bowl. Make it a point to know what type of overflow is attached to the selected vanity bowl. The overflow should be smooth and integrated.

The overflow can be the source of leaks and collection point of germs and bacteria. Gemstone sinks have been designed to confront both of these potential issues with a smooth and integrated overflow system. Gemstone vanity sinks are a smart choice to protect from leaks and crud build up, and are plumber friendly!

Loose overflows:
Must be assembled in the field and are sometimes lost, or forgotten in the shop.

Are sometimes not hooked up properly creating leaks and causing call backs.

Act as handles and are often pulled on by vandals, kids, or just by accident.

Can be pulled loose from the vanity or delaminate and fall off over time creating leaks.

Corrugated overflows:
Can trap and harbor bacteria and germs in the overflow ridges which do not completely drain.

Gemstone Vanities
Integrated & Smooth Overflow

Gemstone Integrated and smooth overflows are a smart choice to protect from leaks and crud build up.

Other Brands
Loose Overflows can be pulled off creating leaks

Loose Overflow

Corrugated Overflow

Corrugated overflows collect crud and bacteria

Overflow taken from vanity taken out of service
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